
SYLVAIN ROMANO 

 

Born in 1980 in Marseille, Sylvain Romano already has the solid experience of those who have been 

working on the jazz scene much longer. After traditional string bass studies at the conservatory and 

after promising studies in mathematics, he gave in definitively to the charm of JAZZ, deciding to 

become a professional musician. From modest “gigs” to “jams” – and never objecting to playing small 

roles – Sylvain Romano worked his craft in and around the musical scene of his hometown.  He never 

missed an occasion to perform, most often in a mythical concert hall called the Pelle Mêle. He was 

quickly recognized and began to make a living as a musician, never leaving his “grandmother’s” side. 

But Paris, as everyone from Pagnol on knows well, is a suburb of Marseille, and, at twenty, Sylvain 

Romano found himself leaving the Vieux Port for the Capitale. He arrived just in time to work on all of 

the Belmondo brothers’ projects, also working with the great Yusef Lateef, who brought him along on 

a three-year tour around the world. What training! After this nearly initiatory adventure was over, he 

continued playing with other figures on the jazz scene. These include: 

Lee KONITZ, Johnny GRIFFIN, Al FOSTER, Billy HART, Roy HARGROVE, Tom HARRELL, 

Jerry BERGONZY, Dave LIEBMAN....the singer Kellylee EVANS.... 

 

The French jazzmen Sylvain Romano has worked and performed with include (but are not limited to): 

Pierrick PEDRON, Jacky TERRASSON, Stéphane BELMONDO, Baptiste HERBIN, Thomas 

ENHCO, Eric LE LANN, Glen FERRIS, André CECCARELLI, Simon GOUBERT, Pierre DE 

BETHMANN etc... 

 

Sylvain’s renown in the jazz world is equalled only by his modesty. He is a “humble soul” who likes 

solitary walks in the mountains, enjoys nature and the simple pleasures of good living. Ins trument in 

hand, he knows how to make himself heard thanks to his talent, but is never “too much .” His solid, 

harmonious and in-tune playing is a guarantee for the coherence and osmosis of any jazz project and 

any musician wishing to explore new musical universes. His bass lines are clear, extensive, vocal, 

unconventional, and yet always fitting. They are born and developed with spontaneity and sensitivity. 

Sylvain Romano is a bassist who ressaures, accompanies, and aligns his partners, never silencing his 

own gifts. He knows how to serve the music of others with respect and care, all the while contributing 

his personal touch. Neither servile nor pretentious, he collaborates completely with a group, giving his 

whole self and soul to the project at hand. These qualities are priceless, infinitely appreciated by his 

fellow musicians. 

 (Pierre SIBILLE) 

 

 

 DISCOGRAPHY: 

-Daniel Mille ‘APRES LA PLUIE’ (Victoire du jazz 2006) (Universal Music), 

-Sophie Alour ‘INSULAIRE’ (Nocturne), 

-Belmondo ‘INFINITY LIVE’ (Discograph), 

-Belmondo Hymne au soleil ‘CLAIR OBSCUR ‘ (Harmonia-Mundi), 

-Laurent Fickelson ‘THE MIND THING’ (Gaya), 

-Stephane Belmondo ‘THE SAME AS IT NEVER WAS BEFORE’ (Verve-Universal), 

-Baptiste Herbin ‘BROTHER STOON’ (Harmonia-Mundi), 

-Stephane Spira+Hymne au soleil ‘ROUND ABOUT JOBIM’ (JazzMax), 

-Vincent Strazzieri ‘TOM FIRST STEPS’ (Autoproduction), 

-Lionel Belmondo ‘EUROPEAN STANDARDS’ (Discograph), 

-Samy Thiebault ‘CLEAR FIRE’ (Gaya), 

-Kellylee Evans ‘I REMEMBER WHEN’ (Universal Music), 

-Romano Sylvain-Francois Theberge ‘CAILLE DOUX’ (Round Records), 

-Belmondo Family ‘MEDITERRANEAN SOUNDS’ (Discograph), 

-Julien Alour ‘WILLIWAW ‘ (Gaya), 

-Adrien Chico ‘All In’ (Gaya) , 

-Samy Thiebault ‘A Feast Of Friends’ (Gaya), 

-Hugo Lippi ‘UP THROUGH THE YEARS’ (Black And  Blue), 

-Pierre De Bethmann ‘ESSSAIS’ (Alea), 

-Eric Le lann ‘LIFE ON MARS’ (Moods), 

-Baptiste Herbin ‘INTERFERENCES ‘ (Just Looking) 
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